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Wireless Power Transfer in Wearable Smart Contact Lenses
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Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) is widely used upon implantable and wearable devices nowadays, implanted into human body to detect physical
functions. For those equipment, WPT application could avoid the second damage of surgeries for checking or replacing the batteries. Inductively
Coupled Power Transfer (ICPT) method is more applicable in Smart Contact Lens case for its scalability and high potential system efficiency [1].
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HFSS software is used for the receiver antenna design, an eyeball is built
with different permitivities, conductivities and densities in each layer, which
is wrapped on the eyeball shown as Figure 3 for !"" parameter check.

ANTENNA DESIGN
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 3: Simulation construction: (a) Eyeball dimension (b) Wrapped antenna on eyeball 

The power transferring unit was designed during the project, however, the real measurement environment is not perfect to approach the contact
lens case since the antenna is not curved and it should touches the eye model perfectly then the measurement would be valuable. For further
work, the shape of antenna could be changed as serpentine curve to make it stretchable and compatible for implantable devices [2].

Figure 1: Basic ICPT system construction 

A spiral shape antenna is designed with inner diameter 10mm, outer
diameter 12mm and line with 0.2mm, the !"" parameter is -8dB resonating
at 2.475GHz, which is an FDA verified medical frequency band. VNA was
used for testing the !"" parameter for fabricated contact lens antenna,
which was tested in different conditions as shown in Figure 4.

SIMULATION & MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Figure 4: Measurement on: (a) hand (b) water surface and (c) eye model

The performance of the fabricated contact lens antenna resonate
frequency shifted a little, and the !"" value is mostly higher than the
simulation. However, since the antenna is not curved and
encapsulated with PDMS perfectly as simulation, the performance of
contact lens antenna on hand is close to the simulation.
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Figure 2: (a) Contact lens antenna; (b) Encapsulated with PDMS

Figure 5: Measurement & simulation results: (a) different conditions (b) hand
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